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1. GENERAL UPDATES
The Government have launched the Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission.
The Commission’s focus will be to promote better design and create and places that are
popular with local communities.
The Government has published its response to the National Commission’s report on the
Oxford to Cambridge Arc which confirms their commitments to working with local partners to
maximise sustainable economic growth across the Arc and finding up to 1 million homes to
deliver this.
The final report of the Independent Review of Build Out Rates chaired by Oliver Letwin MP
was published on 29 October. One of the key conclusions of The Review was that greater
differentiation in the types and tenures of housing delivered on large sites would increase the
market absorption of new homes.
2. DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
Registration
• By the end of November there were 16 applications waiting to be validated meaning
the team were still delivering 24 hour turnaround.
• Average number of applications received throughout September was 26.4 per day.
This is 2 applications per day below the historic average. 346 of the 581 applications
received were in South.
Planning Application Performance – November
Application Type
Major
Minor
Other
Enforcement

November Performance
70%
72%
83%

Government Target
60%
65%
80%

November 2018
•
•
•

35 new cases opened
60 cases closed
20 cases closed were more than six months old

Our six-week performance 70% per cent (target 80 per cent). This was due reduced low staff
numbers.
20 cases were closed as no breach of planning control. Of the breaches identified 6 cases
were closed after retrospective planning permission was granted and 17 cases were resolved
through voluntary compliance. 13 investigations were found to be not expedient to pursue.
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We served two enforcement notices in October. One at Haydown Goring for an unauthorised
access and erection of a fence 2m high adjacent to the highway. The owners have until
January 2019 to remove the fence and reinstate a lower one and relocate the access. The
other notice was served at CwmGwyn Whitchurch Hill. The owner has 6 months to demolish
an unauthorised garage that had previously been refused planning permission.
An Enforcement Notice issued on 10 May 2017 on land off Drayton Road Dorchester
requiring the cessation of the use of the land for siting caravans for residential purposes was
complied with this month.
Development Management updates
Referral of planning applications to Committee as a result of Parish Council comments

31 January
7 February

Total number
of referrals to
Planning
Committee
6
7

7 March
20 March
28 March
11 April
23 May
13 June

5
5
4
7
5
7

11 July

8

25 July
1 August
15 August
26 September
16 October
17 October

Attendance by
Parish

Results

4
6

2 overturns
2 overturns and 4 deferrals (three
for site visits)
1 overturn
2 overturns
1 overturn
No overturns
1 overturn
1 overturn and 4 items were
deferred)

7
6
6
5
6
7

5
5
2
6
3
3 (all the items
that were
considered)
4 (all the items
that were
considered)
3
3
2
3
5
4

1 overturn and 2 deferrals
No overturns one deferral
No overturns
No overturns
1 overturn
No overturns

7 November
21 November
28 November

5
5
5

2
3
1

2 overturns
1 overturn
1 overturn

Total to date

108

64

19 decisions in accordance with
the relevant Parish’s views

1 overturn and 4 items were
deferred
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Appeals - Public Inquiries
Emmer Green – Following a Public Inquiry that involved two sittings (in May and August)
concerning a scheme for 245 units on the edge of Emmer Green we received confirmation
that the appeal has been dismissed, the result attracted a lot of praise from local parishes and
the community about the council’s handling of the case.
The appeal decision is of note because of the Inspector’s consideration of the Written
Ministerial Statement on Housing Land Supply in Oxfordshire and his approach to landscape
harm under the revised NPPF.
Tetsworth - an appeal for a traveller site comprising 12 pitches originally was deferred. in
November 2017 was scheduled for the end of August 2018 but has been postponed for a third
time at the request of the Planning Inspectorate. We are still awaiting a date in spring/summer
2019.
Lewknor – Public Inquiry was held last week and was well attended. We may make a costs
claim based on the poor performance of the appellant’s team at the inquiry.
Chinnor – after four sitting the inquiry relating to three applications (for approx. 200 units in
total) in Chinnor finally closed last month – decision now awaited
Chinnor - An appeal in respect of another Chinnor site (Doveleat) has just been withdrawn –
the public inquiry scheduled for the mid/end of December will not take place. We believe the
appellants have taken stock of our recent robust performance at appeal.

4. POLICY

Emerging Local Plan 2011-2033
The latest version of the emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Publication Version 2034
has been published on our website. This was a DRAFT version intended for the Scrutiny
Committee meeting 13 December and was be subject to modifications in advance of the
Cabinet and Council meetings scheduled for 18 and 20 December respectively.
Number

Status
Plans Made

12

Thame, Woodcote, Henley & Harpsden, Sonning Common, Chinnor,
Long Wittenham, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell, Dorchester on Thames,
Benson, Watlington, Warborough & Shillingford and the Baldons.
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2

Plans about to be made
Chalgrove and Little Milton
.
• Both plans were endorsed by their local communities at their local
referendum. These Plans are going to Cabinet on 18 December and
Council on 20 December for a decision on whether they should be
made.
Plans currently at Examination
Pyrton & Cholsey – ICMD form considering the independent examiner’s
recommendations and whether the plan should proceed to referendum is
currently being drafted.

5

We anticipate the local referendum will take place in February 2019.
Goring - The examination is expected to conclude towards the end of
December.
Long Wittenham Review and East Hagbourne - Examination expected to
conclude in Mid-January
Submitted (or about to submit)
About to submit

3

23

Shiplake, Berrick Salome and Aston Rowant submissions expected in
February 2019.
Area designated; plan preparation in progress
Beckley & Stowood, Chinnor (Review), Clifton Hampden, Crowmarsh,
Cuddesdon & Denton, Ewelme, Garsington, Horspath, Henley & Harpsden
(Review), Kidmore End, Lewknor, Sandford on Thames, Sonning Common
(Review), Stanton St John, Sydenham, Tetsworth, Thame (Review),
Tiddington with Albury, Towersey, Wallingford, Woodcote (Review), Wheatley,
Whitchurch on Thames.
Preparing area designation; considering undertaking a NDP
Group with area designation applications submitted:
None

6

51

6 Considering undertaking a NDP: Binfield Heath, Didcot, Eye and
Dunsden, Lower Elsfield PM, Newington and West Hagbourne.
Total NDP Activity
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APPENDIX B

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF COMMUNITIES BUILDING COMMITTEE
South Stoke Village Hall 19:30 Monday 3rd December 2018
Members Present:
Chairman
Secretary
Members

Guests

Geoff Ward (GW)
Maurice Scarratt (MS)
David Kennedy (DK) [Arrived during 03/12.6.1]
Kevin Flynn (KF)
Bryan Urbick (BU)
Chris Owens (CO) Architect

Officers Present:
Clerk

Laura White (LW)

Public and Press:

Tony Grundy (TG), Roy McMillan (RM), Phil Wortley (PW)

03/12. 1

03/12. 2

03/12. 3
03/12. 4

03/12. 5
03/12. 6
03/12. 6.1

Geoff Ward:
Chairman

Apologies for absence.
Shannon Stegman (SS)
Louise Verrill (LV)
Sally Woodall (SW)
Chris Bertrand (CB) – Phil Wortley Standing in
To receive Declarations of Qualification and Register of Interests forms from any
outstanding Members.
None
Received: Kevin Flynn & Louise Verrill.
Declaration of Interests by Councillors on any items on the Agenda.
None
Public Forum - an opportunity for members of the public to express their point of view on
any item on the agenda. With the Chairman’s permission, a member of the public may
express their point of view on specific items of business. Ten minutes are reserved for
this.
TG: Acknowledged the work and commitment of the group, and understands it is often not
appreciated. Believed this project cannot happen unless the 25 housing development does.
GW stated if the housing doesn’t go ahead then there will be a hole in the current funding
plan.
TG: stated his concerns about the size of the development, the current financial plan, and
worries about securing the funding. TG’s biggest worry being SS will be left with a big debt
over its head for a number years.
BU thanked him for his concerns and stated the SSPC has no intention of taking on any debt.
To approve minutes of the meeting of 23rd October 2018.
Hold over, no quorate, until DK arrives.
Village-wide consultation:
Review the event including publicity, set up, attendees etc.

10 January 2019
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BU: opened the narrative stating whilst he did not attend has predominantly heard positive
things about the set up and communication, only one negative comment, being there was
not enough publicity about the consultation.
GW: 91 people signed in, although no one from South Bank. Overall a reasonable spread
across the other roads in the village. GW asked the committee for any suggestions on what
could be better.
MS: Some people struggled to understand the drawings, e.g. which way is North, and
complained there was too much to read.
CO: More boards allowing more diagrams / data to be shown side by side could resolve this.
GW: in general terms, did we get the right information up?
KF: Asked for clarification of what was the intention of the consultation?
Discussion on
• 3 Options offered
• Additional options (renovating current hall OR allowing it to fall in to disrepair and
have no hall)
[DK Arrives]
• Getting input and bye-in from more of the village, not just current users of the
current hall. KF felt 20-25% of village responding was too low, and engagement
from more villagers was required and more needs to be done to get a larger
percentage of villagers to attend these consultations. BU assured in this sort of data
gathering as little as 5% is considered a good level of response.
• Length of time since last consultation.
• State of the current hall and deciding factor in pursuing a new hall.
• Need data to back up the requirement for a larger shop/hall/café such as previous
accounts and business plan going forward.
It was stated the purpose/brief of this committee is to pursue the design and build of a new
building, and the work regarding the current state of the hall etc fed in to the decision to
pursue a new Hall and therefor the creation of this subcommittee.
Some debate regarding the content of the last survey and requirement to build a new hall.
DECISION: PW to take to Amenities Charity request to find out the cost of refurbishing the
current village hall and how much extra time this would add to the life of the hall, and
hence to provide a justification of the decision to move to a new hall.
CO: A similar village hall in a worse state required £50k work.
03/12. 6.2

Geoff Ward:
Chairman

Review feedback and specific points of interest.
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GW: has produced a summary of the 59/60 forms received. Standing out in the comments,
strong support for the building, with only a handful saying they didn’t want it. Generally
people stating they did not want the new hall, gave the reason of the housing on the Glebe
being required to support build of the new hall. Most people gaving strong support for a
single building, the majority liking the cranked building. There were also a number of
comments acknowledging the amount of work completed so far.
Discussion on comments on the day:
• general feeling, good, negative comments toward height of building.
• the people saying they didn’t want the hall, gave reasoned constructive comments,
rather than saying just no they didn’t want it.
• Lots of comments regarding the height and requesting the building is kept it out of
line of sight of the Cross Keys junction.
• People didn’t really understand the 9m exclusion covenant, and it needed to be
explained.
DECISION: BU & DK to investigate the covenant, and the possibility of removing it.
NOTING: the covenant being put on the green space on the Glebe, and not to try to
challenge the covenant on the Recreation Ground if it is of a similar type.
Detailed discussion regarding the source of funding shown at the consultation and
likelihood of securing said funding.
DK: proposed working out how much funding was realistically achievable and then designing
a hall / shop in line with the funding potentially available, rather than Design and try to
securing the funding for that design.
Discussion on availability of funding.
DECISION: To consider what sort of hall & shop could be built for £850k (£600k Glebe
Development; £200k grants; £50k Villagers / Donations). Costing to include, full build and
landscaping, including any movement of the current play equipment. Approved (GW, BU,
DK, KF) [MS felt value too high still]

03/12. 6.3

To Engage Mr P White, regarding cost savings on designs.
Review outcomes and consider any actions.
DECISION: To publish redacted feedback form comments to show the villagers Agreed,
Unanimous (LW to redact.)
Most negative comments were regarding Height and staggered roof line.
CO: stated this is a provisional design, and people commenting about things which are still
subject to change. The consultation was specifically to show proposed floor plans, but to
get perspective a building & roof were added. Drawings tend to make buildings look bigger.

Geoff Ward:
Chairman

10 January 2019
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GW: Feedback, from a number of villagers etc. regarding giving help time will be picking up
those offers from Julie McKay, re: fundraising, and Phil White, re: design.
MS: shared concerns regarding car parking. MS has a concern re the vehicular access and if
there needs to be a car park next to the village hall.
Discussion on the 2/3 of the Glebe not to be built on and the requirement to have
landscaping and possibly fencing, due to South Stoke being in an AONB, and to stop people
parking on the Glebe other than during predetermined events.

03/12. 7
03/12. 7.1

DECISION: to put an article in the Village Newsletter, to discuss and include details of the
latest status of the consultation etc.
Update on Requirements and to consider any subsequent actions:
The Shop.
BU: a number of feedback comments on “Why is there a café?”
GW: should have probably started with less tables and chairs in the displayed drawings. The
shop has got a business plan on the current status of the shop, where they want it to go and
where the Café fits.
DECISION: to ask Mick Woodall to provide a statement/business plan for the café.

03/12. 7.2

No Changes to Shop requirements.
Amenities Charity, including environmental impact and reducing running costs.
PW provided feedback from the Amenities Charity:
Reiterated the support of the Shop and hall. Single cranked building is marginally favoured,
but some liked the separate buildings. In the one building design, concerned about the
height. Want the 9m covenant to be challenged to reduce the impact on the play area.
Seating to take in the evening sun. If the final design is two buildings, Amenities Charity
insists on the hall being in the bottom corner and the two buildings being completely
separate, so separate activities can be kept separate.

03/12. 7.3

Geoff Ward:
Chairman

Concerns regarding costs of two separate buildings specifically items such as utilities.
Parish Council.
NONE
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03/12. 8

03/12. 9
03/12. 9.1

03/12. 10

03/12. 11

03/12. 12
03/12. 13

03/12. 14

Update on Housing Development plans: consider any impact on the Community Building
project and consider any actions.
BU: Have sought Heads of Terms from a Solicitor, and have had advice. There was a quasi
draft from the diocese. (payment before building, 2/3 of the Glebe is kept in perpetuity by
the village etc) these are red line items, which if they change it would have to come to the
Parish Council to be agreed. This is between the PC, Developer and Diocese.
Budget
Review the overall budget, consider plans and actions.
GW: the budget overall spend at the moment is funds to pay the architect, etc.
KF suggested looking for some grants for design, not only to help with the design phase, but
also to give the committee some credibility of applying and securing grants. KF to
investigate.
Village Fund raising: review progress, consider plans and actions.
GW: not aware of anything so far.
Current fundraising: £2k from airplane and Zumba event , £1k from shop activities.
Grant Applications: review progress: consider plans and actions.
KF: important to understand where we are on usage stats for the current hall. Would be
interesting to track usage. Need to consider offering the hall to villagers at a super reduced
rate to get more people in and increase the usage statistics.
Publicity: need for volunteers, consider actions.
Tracy Lasan to be approached to help with this.
Matters for future discussion.
RM: concerned about the timescale of where the process is now  planning application.
There needs to be a joint application with the developer approx. April 2019.
CO: if there is another consultation with 4 different designs. April is probably not
achievable.
DK: We probably have enough information now to go to planning application.
KF: The access road.
To confirm the date and time of the next meeting.
Thursday 10th January 7:30 – LW to Book.

Meeting Closed At: 21:37

Geoff Ward:
Chairman

10 January 2019
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Report my Councillor R McMillan on Housing Development Group
Since the advice by Messrs Rectory Homes - as advised at the December PC meeting, regarding their
proposed new access road off the B4009 - there has been no further communications between the
Working Group and either Rectory Homes or the Diocese.
This lack of communication on our part has been largely due to the PC decision to defer
consideration, until the January meeting, of: Item 22 on the agenda, of the January 21st 2019 Parish
Council Meeting.
I will advise further at the January meeting regarding the outcome of a meeting on 18.01.2019
between representatives of the Working Group and Community First Oxfordshire, concerning the
holding of the previously PC agreed/funded new Housing Needs Survey during February and March.
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Appendix E
RECEIPTS - CURRENT ACCOUNT

Please note erroneous entry, and counter entry in to the accounting software value £42, incorrectly
attributed to Invoice 082.
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APPENDIX G.1

AGREEMENT FOR THE SALE AND PURCHASE OF TELEPHONE KIOSK(S) TO A LOCAL
AUTHORITY IN ENGLAND OR WALES.
This agreement is made this

21st day of

January 2019

Background

The Buyer wishes to buy the Goods from the Seller and the Seller has agreed to sell the Goods to the Buyer
upon the terms and conditions set out in this agreement.

This agreement is for use only for the sale of a kiosk to a recognised local public body within England and
Wales.
1

Definitions
In this agreement, unless the context requires otherwise:
'Buyer'

means South Stoke Parish Council

‘Conditions'

means the terms and conditions of sale set out in this document.

‘Decommissioning”

means (i) the disconnection of the Goods from the Seller’s telecommunications network and (ii) the removal of the payphone, ancillary equipment and
wiring from within the kiosk. ‘Decommission’, ‘Decommissioning’ and ‘Decommissioned’ shall be construed accordingly in the appropriate tense.

'Goods'

means the telephone kiosk or kiosks as more fully described in the schedule
to this agreement, which the Buyer agrees to buy from the Seller but excluding any telephony and ancillary apparatus.

“IP Rights’

means all intellectual property rights in any part of the world, including but
not limited to patents, copyright, design rights, trade marks, database rights,
registered design rights and community design rights and shall include
pending applications for any intellectual property rights.

‘Notice to Complete’

means a notice in writing by the Seller to the Buyer stating that in the Seller’s reasonable opinion the Goods have been satisfactorily Decommissioned and are ready for delivery to the Buyer.
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“Ofcom”

means the regulatory body whose duties are set out in the Communications
Act 2003 and includes any replacement body or entity under equivalent or
replacement legislation.

“Planning Acts”

means any relevant planning legislation in force at the date of this agreement which shall for the avoidance of doubt include the Town and Country
Planning Act 1980, the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 and the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 and any statutory replacement or modification thereof.

'Price'

means the price for the Goods excluding any carriage, packing and insurance.

'Seller'

means British Telecommunications plc (company registration number
1800000 whose registered office is at 81 Newgate Street, London EC1A
7AJ).

Universal Service Obligation

means the obligations imposed upon BT by Ofcom in accordance
with the EU Universal Services Directive.

2

Conditions applicable

2.1

These Conditions shall apply to this agreement to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions in
previous documents and correspondence.

2.2

Any order for Goods shall be deemed to be an offer by the Buyer to purchase Goods pursuant to
these conditions.

2.3

Any variation to these conditions (including any special terms and conditions agreed between the
parties) shall be inapplicable unless agreed in writing by the Seller.

3

Agreement, price and payment

3.1

The Seller shall sell to the Buyer the Goods and the Buyer shall purchase the Goods.

3.2

The Price shall be ONE POUND (£1.00) inclusive of VAT which shall be payable on the date of this
agreement.

3.3

The Seller agrees that following the date of this agreement it shall Decommission the Goods.

3.4

The Seller shall be under no obligation to the Buyer to re-site, re-position, restore or repair the
Goods. The Buyer acknowledges that it purchases the Goods in no better condition than described
in the schedule hereto and by making payment is deemed to have accepted their condition.

3.5

For the avoidance of doubt the Seller is not selling the land beneath the Kiosk nor shall the Buyer
acquire that land under this agreement.
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4.

Decommissioning, delivery and acceptance

4.1

The Seller shall serve the Notice to Complete on the Buyer on completion of the Decommissioning
works in respect of the Goods

4.2

Delivery of the Goods shall be deemed to have taken place five working days after the day upon
which the Seller sends the Notice to Complete to the Buyer. No further intimation is required.

4.3

The Buyer shall make all necessary arrangements to take delivery of the Goods following receipt of
the Notice to Complete.

4.4

The Buyer shall be deemed to have accepted the Goods upon delivery.

4.5

After acceptance the Buyer shall not be entitled to reject the Goods due to their physical condition or
due to any financial or statutory obligations (whether foreseen or not) imposed upon the Buyer as a
result of this agreement or as a result of the Goods.

4.6

The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for late delivery of the Goods.

5

Post acceptance obligations

5.1

The Buyer shall own the Goods following acceptance and shall be responsible for all maintenance
and repair of the Goods, which it shall do in accordance with:
5.1.1

Any industry or statutory guidelines and regulations relevant to the Goods in circulation or in
force from time to time.

5.1.2

Any requirements, directions, rules or recommendations of Ofcom.

5.1.3

Any relevant planning legislation in force at the date of this agreement which shall for the
avoidance of doubt include the Planning Acts and any statutory replacement or modification
thereof.

5.1.4

Any planning consents relating to the Goods whose condition have not expired or in respect
of which the granting local authority or its successor may still take enforcement steps or proceedings.

5.2

The Buyer acknowledges that the Goods may have been painted with paint containing lead and accepts the health and safety risks which may be associated with its removal or maintenance. The
Buyer also acknowledges that leaden paint may require specific maintenance procedures.

5.3

The Buyer shall indemnify the Seller in respect of any loss or damage it suffers in respect of any act
or omission on the part of the Buyer or persons or entities authorised by it under this sub-paragraphs
5.1 and 5.2.

5.4(i)

Following payment, the Seller shall be under no obligation to the Buyer to maintain, repaint, repair or
manage the Goods nor shall it be under any obligation to the Buyer to maintain or provide Call Box
Services (as defined in the Universal Service Obligations) or telephony services from the Goods
SAVE that where the Buyer has opted for the Seller to be responsible for the supply of electricity
then the Seller shall supply that electricity (at the Seller’s cost) to (but not beyond) the REC (regional
electricity company) fusebox for the operation of an 8 watt lightbulb or similar. Where the Seller is
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responsible for the supply of electricity, then the Seller may discontinue to provide that supply (and
payment) of electricity at any time by giving the Buyer notice in writing.
5.4(ii) The Buyer is not permitted to connect any equipment to the unmetered power supply without first obtaining the Seller’s written agreement.

5.4(iii)

If written permission is given by the Seller to the Buyer, in accordance with paragraph 5.4 (ii), to
connect defibrillator equipment to the unmetered electricity supply, the equipment, must meet all appropriate safety standards as amended from time to time including, but not limited to, the requirements as set out at paragraph (a)-(d) below.

The Defibrillator Cabinet must be:
(a)

Class 2;

(b)

Compliant to BS7671-416/417 in its construction;

(c)

Manufactured by a ISO 9001/2 certified manufacturer;

(d)

Protected by an RCD

5.4(iv) The Seller does not activity monitor the electricity supply to the Goods. Responsibility for ensuring a
continuous electricity supply required to power any equipment installed within the Goods remains
with the Buyer at all times.
5.4(v) The Buyer shall remain, at all times, responsible for the monitoring, maintenance and repair of any
equipment installed within the Goods.

5.4(vi) The Buyer indemnifies the Seller in respect of all damages or losses which the Seller may incur, or
any third party claims received by the Seller as a result of any breach by the Buyer of its obligations
as set out in this paragraph 5.

5.5

Following acceptance of the Goods the Buyer shall:
5.5.1

At all times display a sign in or on the Goods (clearly visible to anyone viewing or inspecting
the Goods) that the Goods are the responsibility of the Buyer, do not contain a British Telecommunications payphone and are not connected to the Seller’s electronic communications
network.

5.5.2

Take reasonable steps to inform the local public in the region or city in which the goods are
situated that the telephony machinery has been removed and that the Goods are now the
responsibility of the Buyer.
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5.5.3

Apply to the relevant authority or authorities for all necessary consents, licences, waivers,
restrictions or determinations (if any) required for the Goods (including but not limited to consents granted under the Planning Acts and consents and licences under the Communications Act 2003 and any statutory replacement or modification thereof) and shall fully and
without delay comply with any conditions or recommendations imposed by them made in respect of the Goods.

5.5.4

Covenant not to sell, lease or license the Goods to a competitor to the Seller nor to permit a
competitor to install electronic communications apparatus (as defined in schedule 2 of the
Telecommunications Act 1984 as amended by Schedule 3 of the Communications Act 2003)
within the Goods or itself (as the Buyer) shall not install, provide or operate any form of electronic communications apparatus (as defined in schedule 2 of the Telecommunications Act
1984 as amended by Schedule 3 of the Communications Act 2003) within the Goods.

5.5.5

Release the Seller, insofar as it can do, from any obligation under the Town and Country
Planning (Permitted Development) Order 1995 in respect of the Goods.

5.5.6

Notify the emergency services that the Goods are no longer owned or maintained by the
Seller and are now the property and responsibility of the Buyer.

5.5.7

Indemnify the Seller in respect of any damages or losses which the Seller may incur as a result of any breach of the Buyer’s obligations in this sub-paragraph 5.5 and in respect of any
obligations imposed upon the Buyer under the Highways Act 1980 and the New Roads and
Street Works Act 1991 in respect of the Goods.

5.6

The Buyer waives any rights it may have against the Seller in respect of the Goods under the Communications Act 2003.

5.7

The Seller reserves the right and the Buyer grants such right, at any time from the date of acceptance of the Goods by the Buyer, to enter into or onto the Goods and any neighbouring land of
the Buyer (but only to the extent necessary) to undertake works or to procure the undertaking of
works to disconnect or cap-off the electricity supply to the Goods described above in paragraph 5.4,
at the cost of the Seller and making good any damage caused to the Goods and the Buyer’s neighbouring land as aforesaid to the reasonable satisfaction of the Buyer.

5.8

Not connect any equipment to the electricity supply referred to in Clause 5.4 without the express written agreement of the Seller.
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6

Warranties and liability

6.1

All warranties, conditions or terms relating to fitness for purpose, quality or condition of the Goods,
whether express or implied by statute or common law or otherwise are excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

6.2

The Buyer acknowledges that the Seller is not in the business of selling the Goods and the Buyer will
assume full responsibility to ensure compliance with any English Heritage requirements from the
date of transfer of the goods.

6.3

The Seller makes no representations to the Buyer as to the Goods’ quality, state of repair, safety,
performance and fitness for purpose nor as to any apparent or latent defects. The Buyer shall take
the Goods subject to any such defects and dilapidations (if any).

6.4

The Buyer agrees to the Decommissioning and, insofar as it is able, relieves the Seller of its obligations under Ofcom’s Universal Services Obligations in respect of the Goods. The Buyer agrees not
to object to Ofcom or any other tier of local government to itself of the Decommissioning of the
Goods.

6.5

The Seller may supply the Buyer with a kiosk maintenance manual or other documents. Any recommendations or guidance therein shall not form warranties nor obligations of any nature upon the
Seller.

7

Title and risk

7.1

Title shall pass on delivery of the Goods.

7.2

Risk shall pass on delivery of the Goods.

8

Limitation of Liability

8.1

When the Buyer accepts the Goods then the Seller shall have no liability whatsoever to the Buyer in
respect of those Goods.

8.2

The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for late delivery of the Goods.

8.3

Except in respect of death any personal injury resulting from a negligent act or omission on the part
of the Seller or anyone authorised by it, the Seller’s liability to the Buyer for tortious and contractual
damages shall not exceed the Price. The Buyer shall at all times use its best endeavours to minimise and mitigate its losses.

8.4

The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for any economic loss suffered by the Buyer as a result of
it entering into this agreement.

8.5

The Buyer acknowledges that it has taken or has considered taking legal advice from a solicitor or
counsel (whether in-house or using external advisors) before entering into this agreement.
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9

Intellectual property
No assignment or licensing of any IP Right is granted or made under this agreement.

10

General

10.1

This contract is subject to the law of England and Wales and the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of England and Wales.

10.2

The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision in this agreement, for whatever reason, shall not
prejudice or affect the validity or enforceability of its other provisions.

10.3

The headings of this agreement are for reference only. No delay, neglect, forbearance by either party in enforcing any provision in this agreement shall be deemed to be a waiver or compromise of any
right or rights unless made in writing.

10.4

In relation to the Goods, this agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

10.5

A person who is not a party to this agreement may not enforce any of its terms under the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

10.6

The Seller may assign the benefit and burden of this agreement to a third party or to a group company (where group company has the meaning given to it in section 42 of Landlord and Tenant Act
1954).

10.7

The Buyer may not assign the benefit and burden of this agreement other than to a statutory successor or to another tier of local government. In the case of the latter the Buyer shall notify the Seller of
the assignment within 28 days of completion of the assignment.

10.8

The Buyer shall not, disclose the existence of the Agreement in any journal magazine or publication
or any other publicly available media or otherwise use the Seller's name or logos (including any trade
marks) in any of its advertising or publicity material without the seller’s prior written consent, which
may be withheld or given in the Seller's absolute discretion.
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SCHEDULE
THE GOODS – Specification and Description

BT PLC
KIOSK
01491 872611
CROSS KEYS ROAD
SOUTH STOKE
READING
RG8 0JT
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Signed by [

] for and on behalf of

.........................................

BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS plc
Signature

…………………………….
Position (director/company secretary/manager/attorney/agent).

If signing as agent or under a power of
attorney, please attach a copy of the document giving authority.

.........................................
Signed by [

] for and on behalf of

Signature

South Stoke Parish Council
…………………………….
Position Clerk.

If signing as agent or under a power of
attorney, please attach a copy of the document giving authority.
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South Stoke Parish Council
13 Wallingford Road
South Stoke
Reading
RG8 0JD
21st January 2019
To Whom It May Concern,
Please find enclosed 2 copies of the “Agreement for the sale and purchase of
telephone kiosk(s) to a local authority in England or Wales” in regard to the transfer
of ownership of:
BT PLC; KIOSK; 01491 872611
CROSS KEYS ROAD
SOUTH STOKE
READING, RG8 0JT
from yourselves to South Stoke Parish Council, and a cheque for £1 (Agreement Item 3.2).

In accordance with item 5.4, South Stoke Parish Council (the Buyer) formally requests the
Seller to continue the supply of electricity for the operation of an 8Watt lightbulb or similar,
and requests permission to install:
1. Defibrillator, in accordance with item 5.4(iii) of the Agreement.
2. Timer, Switch or Similar to the light to allow for periods of darkness.
We thank you for your consideration on these items and await both your response and a
countersigned copy of the Agreement.

Kindest Regards,

Laura White
Clerk
South Stoke Parish Council.

Appendix H

Report my Councillor R McMillan on SODC draft Local Plan 2034

Report on the main points of relevance to small villages, arising from attendance at the Town &
Parish Briefing meeting held in Didcot on 03.01.2019:
•

•

•

•

Although the previous SODC draft plan recommended a target of 5% to 10%
additional housing for small villages overall, this version does not stipulate any
target for this size of village, but simply refers to potential developments arising out
of Neighbourhood Plans - at which Planning would look sympathetically.
In an AONB, developments of less than 10 dwellings in total, might not be asked to
include any affordable homes but would be expected to provide a financial
settlement in lieu.
Where the size of any proposed development exceeds 10 dwellings or more in total,
the 40% rule for the number of Affordable Homes will still apply, but the split has
now been changed as follows:
o 40% affordable rented
o 35% social rented
o 25% other affordable, which could include starter homes
For small villages the density of housing is set at 40 dwellings/hectare

The above is just a summary and is subject to some further clarification, but SSPC members are
encouraged to read at least the section of the draft Plan about “Smaller Villages” between pages 99
and 103. A hard-copy of the draft plan will be given to the Clerk on 21.01.2019.
This draft plan will be submitted - as it now stands - to Government inspection at the end of March.
Between now and 5pm on 18th February, individuals and organizations, such as Parish Councils, will
have the opportunity to submit any issues which they have with the draft plan, to SODC, and these
will accompany the Plan for consideration by the appointed Government Inspector.
A series of local events/exhibitions of the draft plan will be held around the district, at which Officers
will be present to answer questions. The local one for South Stoke will be held at the Ridgeway
Centre in Wallingford between 10 am and 2pm on Saturday 2nd February. Details of all the events locations and dates - have been posted on the SSPC notice-board.

Appendix I

Parish Council Risk Assessment

Risk Identification

Impact

Mitigation

Loss or damage of
physical council assets

Loss of village amenity

Identify mechanisms by which loss could occur:
• Fire
• Theft
• Damage / Vandalism
•
Council assets are fully insured with bespoke insurance suitable for
Parish Councils and all insurances (list) are re-assessesd annually on
receipt of insurance policy renewal
Assets listed on asset register:
• 2no Bus Shelters
• Village Hall (Managed by AC)
• Recreation Ground incl playground (Managed by AC)
• 2no Benches (slipway and Ferry Road)
• 2no Dog Waste Bins
• Noticeboard
• 3no Salt Bins
• The Park
• Filing Cabinet
• Laptop
• Printer
• Speed sign (to be purchased)
• Phone Box (to be acquired)
• Slipway (to be acquired)

5

2

10

Council sue’d for either
public liability or
employer liability issue

Reputational risk
Personal liability

Adequately covered by £10M public and £10M employer’s liability.
Excess is held in reserve.

1

6

6

Loss due to fraud, theft
or dishonesty of
employee

Legal action
Loss of assets
Potential insolvancy

£500,000 fidelity guarantee
Do we keep cash anywhere? If so how much and how is it held and when
is it checked and by who?

1

8

8

South Stoke Parish Council

Likelihood Impact

Score

January 2019

Parish Council Risk Assessment
Risk Identification

Impact

Mitigation

Risk of consequential
loss of income or the
need to provide
essential services
following critical
damage by a third
party.

Insuﬃcient funds to meet
requirements.
Current funding sources:
• Precept
• Advertising
• Park Rental
• Bank Interest
• Grants
• CIL

Any agency agreements held with Oxfordshire County Council and South
Oxfordshire District Council would be dealt with on an annual basis; also
performance against contracts with grounds maintenance companies
would be regularly checked and contracts re-tendered every three years
if active.
Banking arrangement are strictly managed. No borrowing or lending
applies at this time.
Budget signed oﬀ annually

2

5

10

Grants to be paid back
to grant body

Potential for insolvency

Recognise specific grant procedures when applied for. Ensure all
procedures are followed.
50% of precept to be kept in reserve.

2

8

16

Data Protection Breach

Potential legal action

The Parish Council have appointed a Data Protection Officer
(GDPR-info Ltd) who would handle any breach of personal data.
The Clerk is the Data Processing Officer.
The Parish Council have published a Privacy Policy, and are
compliant with the GDPR legislation of May 2018. Risk of Data
Breach is considered low.

2

5

10

Failure of council to meet Vote of no confidence
statutory duties.

Training provided for councillors and clerk. Access to the “Yellow book”
Arnold Baker on Local Council Administration, membership of training
and advisory bodies
Standing orders to be communicated to all new councillors and reviewed
annually.
Council minutes and documents audited.

2

3

6

Minutes are recorded
incorrectly

Incorrect actions taken.

All decisions recorded within the minutes by the Clerk and approved by
councillors by the following meeting who have an opportunity to
comment prior to sign oﬀ.

1

2

2

Breach of confidentiality

Prosecution under Data
Protection Act / GDPR

Review of personal data held carried out periodically.
Training where necessary.
The parish Council have appointed a Data Protection Oﬃcer who would
handle any breach of personal data. The Clerk is the Data Processing
Oﬃcer.

2

7

14

South Stoke Parish Council

Likelihood Impact

Score
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Parish Council Risk Assessment
Risk Identification

Impact

Mitigation

Financial management
error

Potential for prosecution
for fraud

See Financial Risk Assessment.

Fly tipping

Likelihood Impact

Score

1

10

10

Public nuisance and cost None. When identified, police notified immediately.
of remediation

5

4

20

Breach of duty with
respect to disabled
individuals

Prosecution under the
Disabled Discrimination
Act

The council has an Equal Opportunities Policy

1

8

8

Risk of budget overrun

Council becomes
insolvent

See Financial Risk Assessment.

1

10

10

Website is hacked /
misused

Poor public perception
Potential for libel

Website routinely monitored / maintained and backed-up

4

7

28

Damaged to third parties
from pot-holes on the
access road to the rec

Potential legal action

the PC to hold public liability insurance. Inspections to be held annually
and status reported to PC. Pot holes to be filled on an ad-hoc basis

8

3

24

Injury from slips and falls
on PC owned land

Potential legal action

Keep grit bins fulled during cold weather. Reminder to be published
annually asking residents to spread salt when needed. Annual
monitoring in September.

6

4

24

Injury / damage from
falling trees / limbs

Potential legal action

Survey and take action as recommended. Survey to be carried out every
5 years.

4

8

32

Flooding / damage from
flooding and associated
health hazard caused by
blocked drains

Potential legal action
Damage to resident’s
property

Notify OCC as and when required.

3

7

21

Injury / infection from
dog poo

Potential legal action
Poor public perception
of council

Dog poo bins installed at strategic locations.
Notices to require dog owners to clear up mess.

2

2

4

Injury from defective
public seating

Potential legal action

Periodic checks to public benches.

2

5

10

South Stoke Parish Council

January 2019

Parish Council Risk Assessment
Risk Identification

Impact

Mitigation

Loss of council records /
documents

Council would be unable
to function fully. This
would require significant
eﬀort to restore position.

IT systems backed up weekly (minimum). Records kept in secure cloud
and backed up regularly.
Anti-virus software kept up to date.

2

9

18

Employment tribunal
claim raised

TBC

The council employs 1 person (the clerk). The clerk must sign a legally
binding contract prepared by an expert in HR ensuring it complies with
employment law.

1

8

8

Councillors rule on
matters they have an
interest in.

Incorrect procedure
followed. Potential for
decisions to be
questioned.
Loss of reputation

A register of interests is held by SODC. All councillors have signed the
Declaration of Acceptance of Oﬃce.

1

5

5

PAT testing of PC assets carried out in conjunction with Goring PC.

1

10

10

Damage or injury caused Death
by electronic malfunction

Likelihood Impact

Score

Additional risks identified for the Slipway (yet to be acquired)
These risks to be ratified as and when the slipway comes into ownership of the PC include:
Damage / injury from slips / falls in the event of ice in and around the slipway
The water can be fast flowing. There is a risk to the public of drowning.
Cars and boat trailers manoeuvre in this area and there is a public right of way past the slipway. There is a risk of collision
This risk is repeated with boats loading / oﬄoading.
The PC should consider the provision of a life ring and notices and this risk assessment should be updated once the slipway is acquired.
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